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Introduction
Petroleum or crude oil is primarily a fossil fuel and a non-renewable source of energy. 
The economic importance of crude oil alongside with the need to perform technological 
improvements related to the exploration and production of petroleum have stimulated 
the assessment of the origin of petroleum, which controls its physical properties and 
chemical composition and, therefore, determines its quality. Crude oils are naturally 
occurring complex mixtures comprised of more than 20,000 compounds with distinct 
elemental compositions that exhibit a broad structural and chemical diversity. These 
oils are predominantly comprised of aliphatic hydrocarbons, aromatics, and many other 
constituents that contain heteroatoms (N, O, S) with different volatilities [1].

Biological markers (i.e, biomarkers) or chemical fossils are used to ascertain the maturation 
of crude oils and the extent of their biodegradation [1,2]. The most important biomarkers 
known today are, but not exclusively, hydrocarbons [1,3]. For instance, biodegraded oils 
possess little to no aliphatic hydrocarbons in its composition [1]. These compounds are 
originally found in the organic matter that yields petroleum and are able to withstand 
the process of biodegradation over the course of its production [1-4]. The resistance to 
biodegradation of these biomarkers depends largely on its chemical structure. Hence, 
determination of the biomarkers is used to extract information regarding the organic 
matter in the source rock that originated the crude oil and the conditions during its 
deposition [1,4-6]. So, chemical fi ngerprinting of petroleum is commonly used to ascertain 
the thermal maturity, extent of biodegradation, evaluation of the oil’s migration, and age 
of the source rock surrounding the petroleum [1-6].

The biomarkers, namely, isoprenoids, terpanes, and steranes are used for the 
determination of the geochemical parameters mentioned above [1,4-6]. However, 
chemical characterisation of petroleum remains an extremely challenging task to analytical 
scientists due to the exceedingly complex nature of the sample: (i) very large number 
of constituents, (ii) broad structural diversity, (iii) many compounds are isobaric, and (iv) 
often times important markers are found in trace concentrations. In order to address 
these shortcomings, chromatographic techniques coupled to mass spectrometry are 
frequently used to generate accurate analytical profi les for chemical fi ngerprinting of 
petroleum. However, the use of conventional chromatographic techniques does not 
exhibit the required peak capacity (or the number of theoretical plates required) necessary 
to fully resolve all analytes found in crude oil samples [1,7-8]. Also, even if a highly 
effi ciency GC column was employed for such analyses, it would not display the necessary 
selectivity/solvation capabilities required to resolve all of the analytes. The latter is crucial 
in petrochemical studies, where many compounds may have the same boiling point, but 
have other different physiochemical properties; being an alternative, the introduction of 
new parameters (selectivities, or polarity index) for the separation of these compounds that 
suffer from coelution in one-dimensional GC.

Conventional Gas Chromatography
The analysis of biomarkers is commonly performed by gas chromatography coupled with 
mass spectrometry (GC-MS) employing highly effi cient and thermally stable open tubular 
capillary columns (e.g., the ASTM method) [1,9]; however, under practical experimental 
conditions, GC-MS offers a resolving power far smaller than the required to adequately 
resolve the analytes that can co-eluting, such as, tri- and pentacyclic terpanes, or that eluete 
very close, as the isoprenoids mono- di- and tri aromatics, tri- and pentacyclic terpanes, 
steranes and aromatic steranes), in these cases, it is often necessary the introduction of an 
additional procedure during sample preparation. This step consists of the oil’s fractionation 
into saturated hydrocarbons, aromatics, resins, and asphaltenes (i.e., SARA separation) 
[7,8]. The biomarkers of interest are mostly found in the saturated fraction and, therefore, 
only the fraction of interest is subjected to GC-MS analysis [1]. During GC-MS analysis, the 
detection of the analytes is performed under full scan (for untargeted analysis) or single ion 
monitoring (SIM) mode (for targeted analysis). In either detection mode, under carefully 
devised experiments, the required qualitative information is obtained and used to provide 
the necessary information for chemical characterisation of the sample. Nonetheless, the 
results obtained by these methods are potentially jeopardised by co-elution. For instance, 
an ion with m/z 217 corresponds to a key fragment pertaining to steranes by electron 
ionisation. However, other molecules may exhibit this ion into its fractionation and co-
elution with interfering molecules that exhibit similar fragmentation patterns (i.e., also 
exhibit m/z 217) will lead to erroneous interpretation of the chromatographic data [7,8,10]. 
If prior knowledge of the biomarkers is available [11], additional selectivity is obtained by 
exploring gas chromatography coupled to a tandem mass spectrometer (GC-MSn). For 
instance, multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) experiments are used exclusively for targeted 
analysis and/or structural elucidation [1,12,13].

Multidimensional Gas Chromatography (MDGC)
Multidimensional separation techniques are powerful methods in which two or more 
independent separative techniques are linked together for separation [14]. Multidimensional 
gas chromatographic (MDGC) techniques comprise of two or more independent gas 
chromatographic separations (i.e, dimensions) coupled in a sequential fashion [15,16]. 
The paramount requirement to achieve higher peak capacity, (maximum number of peaks 
separable), is that all GC stationary phases examined must possess distinct/complementary 
solvation capabilities and, thus, different selectivities [17]. Also, MDGC experiments must 
be devised to maintain, at least in part, the separation achieved in each dimension so that 
the resolving power of the composite separation exceeds that of the individual stages 
[16,17]. While this section is largely confi ned to the applications of MDGC techniques 
to the chemical characterisation of crude oils, several excellent reviews describing the 
fundamentals of MDGC are available for the interested reader [16,18,19-23].

Several improvements were observed in the analytical methods employed for chemical characterisation and determination of biomarkers in petroleum. Emphasis has 
been placed on sample preparation and instrumental analysis. Comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography (GC×GC) has allowed better characterisation of 
potential biomarkers by dampening co-elution and increasing the signal-to-noise ratio during chromatographic analyses, which has lead to the acquisition of more 
accurate and reliable mass spectra. As a consequence, reliable biomarkers are now available to ascertain the thermal maturity, extent of biodegradation, evaluation 
of the oil’s migration, and age of the source rock surrounding the petroleum. This review addresses some fundamentals, advances, and future perspectives of gas 
chromatographic techniques in petroleomics.
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The use of MDGC techniques for the analysis of biomarkers in petrochemical samples 
has yielded promising results [7,8,11,12]. These techniques can be divided into non-
comprehensive and comprehensive methods. The former are heart-cutting MDGC 
techniques that employ valve-based or flow-controlled microfluidic devices, being the latter 
collectively known as Deans switch interfaces [19,20]. In these experiments, selected heart-
cuts (i.e., fractions of the eluent of a previous dimension) are sampled and transferred 
to another GC column for additional separation. Therefore, this system allow that only 
a fraction of the entire sample experiences two or more GC separations, independent 
of the dimensions of the second column and the sample rate. Although these methods 
exhibit optimum analytical performance for targeted analysis, the overall increase in peak 
capacity is modest compared to comprehensive setups [24], which are recommended for 
untargeted analysis or discovery-based approaches.

Comprehensive MDGC techniques are those in which the whole sample, or a 
representative fraction of the sample, experience two or more GC separations [24-
26]. This is accomplished by means of an interface that continuously samples and 
periodically transfers the chromatographic band to another dimension for additional 
separation. These interfaces can be: (a) valve-based, where the focusing of the analytes 
is effectuated by very rapidly sampling only very narrow fractions from the first column, 
however, about 90% of the effluent is vented off, so that the far less then 10% of 
the original injected amount of the sample is transferred to the second column, for 
this reason, this modulator can does not provide a comprehensive separation, being 
the type of modulator less used among all [14], (b) flow-controlled, this interface also 
uses pneumatic valves, here the effluent from the first dimension is accumulated in a 
loop and then be transferred to the second dimension, however, a loss of considerable 
percentage of effluent from the first column can take place, in addition this device is 
subject to providing band broadening, however, new developments are using ultra rapid 
flow in the second dimension in order to avoid the loss of analyte transferred. [14,23] 
or (c) thermal modulators, in which accumulated of the analytes in a thick film capillary 
(modulation capillary) by thermal means (i.e. liquid nitrogen, carbon dioxide or dry ice) 
and its remobilisation it performed by applicating heat, resulting in narrows peaks and a 
increase of the peak amplitude and consequently are  the type modulator more widely 
used [14,25]. They operated at sufficiently high sampling frequencies to preserve the 
separation achieved in the previous dimension. 

Is worth noting that, if the peak capacity in the first and second column are, respectively, 
n1 and n2 peaks, the total peak capacity in a GC-GC system will increase arithmetically for 
n1+n2 peaks (remembering that, only a fraction of the sample of  the first dimension is 
transferred to the second dimension), while that in a system GC×GC, where the sample is 
subjected to separation by two columns of different selectivities, the peak of capacity will 
increase geometrically for n1×n2, for this reason, the theoretical increase in peak capacity 
is far greater than those exhibited by heart-cutting techniques [15]. Introduced in 1991 
by late Professor John Phillips [27], comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography 
(GC×GC) is considered by many separation scientists as the biggest milestone in 
chromatography since the development of GC capillary columns in the late 50s. One of 
the most important hallmarks of GC×GC is the presence of structured chromatograms 
where a relationship between the analytes molecular structure and retention coordinates 
is readily observable. For instance, paraffins, tricyclic terpanes, steranes, and hopanes elute 
in well defined regions of the chromatogram (see Figure 1) when a saturated fraction of a 
Brazilian oil sample is analysed by GC×GC coupled to a mass spectrometer with a time of 
flight mass analyser (GC×GC-TOFMS). Also, the use of MS offers an additional dimension 
for separation and ascertains qualitative analysis [14,24,28].

Biomarker Determination by Comprehensive  
Two-Dimensional Gas Chromatography
In conventional GC-MS analyses of crude oils, the chromatograms exhibit a pronounced 
‘hump’ in the detector’s baseline that is comprised of an overwhelming number of co-
eluting analytes; hence, samples that exhibit this chromatographic profile are known 
as the unresolved complex mixture (UCM), [12]. The co-elution observed in the UCM 
is so severe because of the high degree of isomerisation of these compounds that a 
characterisation by ion monitoring becomes impossible, in this manner, the amount 
of the information related to geochemical evolution, migration of oils, and extent 
of biodegradation severely decreases; all of which can provide critical information to 
understand the factors that regulate the presence of petroleum in surface environments. 
From the technological standpoint, chemical characterisation of crude oil to determine 
its composition is used, among other objectives, to ascertain the possibility of generating 
new cuts in extra heavy gas oil to generate commodities with high revenue (i.e., diesel). 
Analysis of extra heavy gas oil by GC×GC-TOFMS allowed detection and identification 
of hopanes, moretanes, paraffins, steranes, and tricyclic terpanes [30]. Frysinger and co-
workers examined the chemical composition of crude oil developed in marine environment 
by combining the qualitative information obtained from both GC×GC-FID and GC-MS 
analyses [30]. Alkylated aromatics, sulphur-containing aromatics, isoprenoids, steranes, 
triaromatic steranes, and triterpanes were identified by analysis of the mass spectra and 
confirmed by their characteristic elution patterns observed in GC×GC, where an overview 
of oil facilitates the identification of groups of families into the sample, this allowed 
the calculation of important geochemical parameters, such as biodegradation, thermal 
maturation and oil migration. As the co-elution between important biomarkers as tri- and 
pentacyclic terpanes was deleted. [30]. The elution patterns of known biomarkers from 
crude oil by GC×GC-FID analysis is shown in Figure 2, [31]. Also, the chromatographic 
resolution of important critical pairs, namely, tricyclic terpanes/pentacyclic terpanes, C30/
C30R demethylated homohopane, and hopanes/sterenes from Brazilian crude oils were 
resolved by GC×GC-TOFMS, which co-eluted by conventional GC-MS analysis [10]. This 
was also the first report of demethylated tri- and tetracyclic in Brazilian oils which allowed 
the study of a new geochemical parameter, these compounds were not developed during 
diagenesis, indicating that a medium level of biodegradation in the oil is present [10].

Oils of marine origin were analysed by GC×GC-TOFMS and four types of complex mixtures 
were observed, namely, UCM, UCM I, UCM II, and UCM III. The UCM comprised of 
C36-C40 mono- to tricyclic archaeal isoprenoid diastereoisomers, UCM type I exhibited 
predominantly mono- to hexacycloalkanes of unknown origin, and UCM type II consisted 
of C35-C40 hydrocarbons that originated from archaeal lipids. Interestingly, the chemical 
composition of UCM type III was similar to UCM I and II [12].

Several chromatographic techniques, namely, GC-MS, GC×GC-FID, and GC×GC-TOFMS 
were examined to determine of key petroleum biomarkers to ascertain the cretaceous 
age and terrestrial organic matter input [32]. Biomarkers of angiosperm origin, namely, 
lupanoides, olenoides, 18�-oleonane, and 18�-oleonane were identified. GC×GC-
TOFMS was used to evaluate the chemical composition of oils from different basins 
to extract geochemical information from new Brazilian reserves [11]. Several markers 
including hopanes, steranes, tricyclic terpanes, 8,14-seco-hopanes, onocerane, 3�- and 
2�-methylhopanes, and mono- and triaromatics were identified [11]. The 3�-methylhopanes 
and a series of onoceranes were detected exclusively in samples from depositional 
lacustrine environments; while 2�-methylhopanes were determined in marine oils [11,33]. It 
was determined that a ratio between the concentration of C31 3�-methylhopane and C30 
hopane 100 (3�MHC31/H30) can be used to differentiate lacustrine (3�MHC31/H30 > 1) 
and marine samples (3�MHC31/H30 < 1) [11]. Also, the identification of biomarkers in oils 
from the upper Magdalene valley basin (Colombia) by GC×GC-TOFMS was jeopardised by 
the oil’s chemical complexity due to its severe thermal maturity. A chemometric technique, 
namely multi-way principal component analysis (MPCA), was employed for unsupervised 
data mining of petroleomic data generated by GC×GC-TOFMS to examine the differences 
in the oils sampled from several reservoirs [34].

Figure 1. GC×GC-TOFMS chromatogram from the saturated fraction of oil (Camamu-Almada 
basin, Brazil). 1D column: 30 m × 0.25 mm HP-5MS (polydimethyldiphenylsiloxane with 5% 
diphenylsiloxane monomer incorporation) (df = 0.25 µm). 2D column: 150 cm × 0.10 mm DB-17 
(polydimethyldiphenylsiloxane with 50% diphenylsiloxane monomer incorporation) (df = 0.10 µm) 
adapted from Aguiar et al. [10].

Figure 2. GC×GC-FID chromatogram from Exxon Valdez cargo oil, developed in marine 
environment. 1D column: 10 m × 0.10 mm Rtx-1 (polydimethylsiloxane) (df = 0.40 µm). 2D column: 
100 cm × 0.10 mm DB-17 (polydimethyldiphenylsiloxane with 50% diphenylsiloxane monomer 
incorporation) (df = 0.10 µm), adapted from Gaines et al. [31]
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The extent of biodegradation increases the complexity of UCM, which in turn reduces the 
availability of potential geochemical information, namely, maturity, and origin through 
peak overlap by GC/MS. Marriott and co-workers were able to resolve several C1-C7 
alkyl decahydrohopanes from marine, terrestrial, and hybrid oil samples by GC×GC [35]. 
However, many resolved analytes were not identified possibly due to limited availability of 
mass spectra in commercial databases.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives
Several improvements were observed in the analytical methods employed for 
chemical characterisation and determination of biomarkers in petroleum. Emphasis 
has been placed on sample preparation and instrumental analysis. GC×GC 
has allowed better characterisation of potential biomarkers by reducing the 
number of compounds co-eluting and increasing the signal-to-noise ratio during 
chromatographic analyses, which has lead to the acquisition of more accurate and 
reliable mass spectra. As a consequence, reliable biomarkers are now available to 
ascertain the thermal maturity, extent of biodegradation, evaluation of the oil’s 
migration, and age of the source rock surrounding the petroleum. It is hoped 
that improvements in column technology may help expand the applicability of 
gas chromatographic techniques in petroleomics by increasing the maximum 
allowable operating temperature of GC columns stability of stationary phases 
and manufacturing novel phases with unique selectivities (e.g., ionic liquids and 
polymeric ionic liquids [14,36]). Also, hyphenation of GC×GC to high-resolution 
mass spectrometers and/or tandem mass spectrometers will improve structural 
elucidation of novel biomarkers. Naturally, complex and massive data sets are now 
being generated by modern analytical systems in petroleomics; therefore, it is 
expected that updated protocols for data analysis (e.g. chemometrics) will increase 
in the scientific literature.
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Software Provides In-depth Insights from GCxGC(MS) Analysis with Just a Click
Shimadzu has released the ChromSquare V2 software for GCxGC(MS) systems. ChromSquare V2 provides easier and more reliable data analysis from 
GCxGC(MS) analysis, enabling all operations from qualitative to quantitative analysis. ChromSquare V2 results from cooperative research with a group 
headed by Professor Luigi Mondello at the University of Messina (Italy). This group implements cutting-edge research in the field of comprehensive 2D 
chromatography.

GCxGC(MS) analysis is a technique allowing connection in series of two columns with different separation characteristics which enables the separation 
of target substances even for complicated samples containing hundreds of components. It is applied in fields such as foods, flavourings, environment 
and chemistry. GCxGC(MS) analysis is also used to analyse natural substances containing many impurities which are impossible to analyse with normal 
1D GC or GC-MS methods, and for separating trace components hidden by main components.

Quantities of 2D data obtained from GCxGC(MS) analysis and data from mass spectrometers used as detector are extremely large. They cannot be 
analysed with a normal workstation and need complicated handling and exporting procedures.

ChromSquare V2 simplifies the GCxGC(MS) analysis process with complicated matrices. It provides a higher operability and data visibility, while enabling easy performing of quantitative analysis. In addition, 
it runs cooperatively with Shimadzu’s GC-MS software. As a result, this is the optimal product for customers who want to perform analyses with the same operating methods as conventional GC and GC-MS 
software, and for customers who want to perform both qualitative and quantitative analyses.

ChromSquare V2 can display a 2D map with boiling point and polarity as the axes, and a raw chromatogram and spectrum that are sources of the map, as well as a table summarising information on peaks 
detected in the 2D map, all in a single window.

By simply switching between the three panels, the user can perform all necessary operations from qualitative analysis to creation of calibration curves and quantitative analysis. 
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Clean, Dry Air for the Laboratory with low Noise Levels
To meet the demand for clean, dry compressed air in laboratory environments, Jun-Air offers a full range of oil-less air compressors with an unrivalled combination of low 
noise levels, reliability, long life and low maintenance.

With decibel ratings as low as 47dB(A) the oil-less compressor is ideal for laboratory environments, even in or near individual workstations, and is designed for 100% 
continuous operation. To ensure the highest air quality receivers are internally powder-coated to avoid corrosion. Adsorption dryers remove moisture to ensure 100% dry, 
clean oil free compressed air, with pressure dewpoints down to -40oC.

Jun-Air supplies leading instrument manufacturers worldwide with both standard and custom designed units for numerous laboratory applications including analytical 
instruments, sample management, in vitro diagnostics and gas generation.
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